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Basics of 
thermodynamics



Basic formulas
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Basic formulas II
Entropy density for relativistic species:

Non-relativistic particles:
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The entropy is stored practically into radiation !



Degrees of freedom

[Kolb & Turner ‘92]

top, Z, W, b, c …

QCD transition

neutrinos, e



Reheating after 
inflation



Preheating
[Kofman, Linde & Starobinski ‘92]

Due to the interaction with the oscillating inflation, fields can 
have a time dependent mass, even negative:

�̈k + (k2 +m2
� + 2g2A sinm�t)�k = 0

Mathieu equation: �00
k + (a� 2q cos 2z)�k = 0



Preheating II
[Kofman, Linde & Starobinski ‘92]

Narrow resonance Broad resonance



Neutrino 
decoupling and 

BBN



Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

But final neutron to proton ratio strongly dependent on H(T) !



Big Bang Nucleosynthesis



Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
Evolution of the light elements abundances in standard BBN 

Practically all neutrons end up into Helium 



Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

Light elements 
abundances obtained 
as a function of a single 
parameter 

Perfect agreement with 
WMAP determination

Some trouble with 
Lithium 6/7
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[Fields & Sarkar PDG 07]

�Bh2 = 0.02 < �DMh2



Planck:Nucleosynthesis

CMB consistent with BBN even fitting both                   .                             Neff & Yp

Note the degeneracy between these two parameters,
but orthogonal compared to BBN !

[Planck coll. 1502.01589]



BBN bounds on decays
[...,Kohri, Kawasaki & Moroi 04]

Neutral relics:
they can release EM
energy and destroy

light elements, e.g. D,
or if they decay  

hadronically they can
also affect the neutron to

proton ratio…
Bounds on the density

of any decaying particle !



BBN bounds on decays

Charged relics:
they can form bounded
stated with nuclei and
reduce the Coulomb
barrier, allowing to

speed up some rates, e.g.
production of Lithium…

Bounds on the density
of any decaying particle !

[Pospelov 05, Kohri & Takayama 06, 
Cyburt at al 06, Jedamzik 07,...]



 Planck results 
and CMB



Planck results 2013-15
Picture of the CMB anisotropies at recombination 
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Planck angular power spectrum
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Planck TT spectrum

Perfect agreement with 6-parameter                    model!⇤CDM

[Planck coll. 1303.5076]



Planck TT spectrum

Perfect agreement with 6-parameter                    model!⇤CDM

[Planck coll. 1502.01589]



CMB primer
[Wayne Hu’s CMB primer at http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/]

Baryons increase the mass in the plasma and the drag force...

http://background.uchicago.edu


Planck cosmo parameters
[Planck coll. 1303.5076]

Low value for 
H    

(green)preferred 
!

Therefore slightly
larger value 

for

0

Otherwise
the fit is in

 good
agreement with

WMAP9

⌦CDMh2



Planck cosmo parameters

Degeneracy in the plane  H   vs        depending on      .

[Planck coll. 1303.5076]

⌦m0 ns



Planck: dark energy
[Planck coll. 1303.5076]

w(a) = w0 + wa(1� a)

95% CL Planck+WP+BAO

Planck+WP+BAO
w0 = �1.04+0.72

�0.69

wa < 1.32

w < �1.13+0.24
�0.25

For constant w

Instead for

Data are consistent with a cosmological constant !



Planck: Inflation

No evidence for running of      :ns

r0.02 < 0.11(95%CL)

[Planck coll. 1502.02114]

ns = 0.968± 0.006
dn

d log(k)
< �0.003± 0.007



Planck: dark radiation

No evidence for dark radiation, Neff =3.046 is within 1    .

[Planck coll. 1303.5076]

�

[Planck coll. 1502.01589]

Also limit on the sum of neutrino masses below the eV !



Planck: DR & sigma_8

Degeneracy between fluctuation growth shown by sigma_8  
and neutrino masses/N_eff



If the curvature fluctuations are perfectly gaussian, all the 
information about their distribution is contained in the  

two-point correlation and the power spectrum & the odd-point 
correlations are vanishing. For non-gaussian perturbations  

we have more correlations to consider...

Non gaussianity &  
the bispectrum

⟨δT (x1)δT (x2)δT (x3)⟩ ⇒ δ(k1 + k2 + k3)F (k1, k2, k3)
Bispectrum

For a locally non-gaussian field, i.e.

Φ(x) = φg(x) + fNL

!

φ2

g(x) − ⟨φ2

g(x)⟩
"

F (k1, k2, k3) ∝ fNL (P (k1)P (k2) + perm...)

we obtain



Planck: non-gaussianity

No evidence of non-gaussianities in the primordial fluctuations:  
no evidence of multifield models or reduced       , etc. .

[Planck coll. 1303.5084    &   1502.01592]

The Planck collaboration looked for non-gaussianities, both in
 the bispectrum (          ) and in the trispectrum (                    ): fNL �NL, gNL
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cs
Note: non-gaussianity from lensing subtracted is at same level !

Bispectrum for various shapes Trispectrum
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[Planck coll. 1502.01592]

[Feng et al. 1502.00585]



Planck:CMB lensing

The Planck collaboration has detected the CMB lensing  
at more than 25 sigma significance !

TT lensed

[W. Hu & T. Okamoto 2002]

TT unlensed

TT lensed

EE unlensed

EE lensed

Potential

BB lensed

Unfortunately it introduces late-time non-gaussianity...



Polarization of 
the CMB



CMB polarization
The CMB light comes from Thomson scattering on the last

scattering surface and is expected to be about 20% polarized
due to quadrupole configurations  -> gravitational waves !

Pattern in the CMB

Hot

Hot

Cold Cold



Planck TE & EE spectrum

Again perfect agreement with 6-parameter                    model
but some of the degeneracies between parameters are lifted !

⇤CDM

[Planck coll. 1502.01589]

 Planck also released results about the measure of the CMB 
polarization:



BICEP2: polarization

[BICEP2 coll. 1403.3985]

B-modes discovered at 5.2 sigma !?!



BICEP2: polarization
[BICEP2 coll. 1403.3985]

Scale of inflation is high, polynomial chaotic inflation  
seems preferred, Higgs inflation disfavored !

Calmet & Sanz 1403.5100]



BICEP2 vs Planck

But measurement of dust emission by the Planck satellite 
show that the level of dust larger than expected...

[Planck coll. 1409.5738]



Outlook



Numerical codes
CMB anisotropies: CAMB, CMBfast: http://camb.info

Parameter estimations:  
CosmoMC @ http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/

BBN: Parthenope @ http://parthenope.na.infn.it

Inflation and inflationary perturbations: 
MultiModeCode @ www.modecode.org

WIMP Dark Matter & beyond:  
DarkSUSY @ www.darksusy.org  
MicrOMEGAs @ https://lapth.cnrs.fr/micromegas/

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/
http://www.modecode.org

